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LONG-TERM GOALS 
 
Our primary goal is improve our understanding of the role of currents associated with coastal 
upwelling fronts in determining the distributions of bio-optical properties.   
 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives are to determine: 
• How far into the coastal jet are high phytoplankton levels found?  Does the jet transport 
phytoplankton or act as a barrier to phytoplankton transport? 
• How is the distribution of optical materials affected by secondary circulation inside of the 
upwelling front? 
• How do the surface currents redistribute optical materials during relaxation events? 
 
APPROACH 
 
The proposed program will be completed in collaboration with the work being proposed by Tim 
Cowles, Hemantha Wijesekera and Tim Boyd.  The proposals by Wijesekera and Boyd, and Dale and 
Barth, examine the dynamics of the upwelling front and coastal jet. They will be examining the 
physical properties, including currents, in this region. We intend to rely on their expertise in collecting 
and interpreting the velocity measurements that we intend to use in our study. Cowles is interested in 
the formation and structure of thin layers. Once possible formation mechanism is shear flow at the 
coastal jet and another is the subduction of phytoplankton from the surface. These mechanisms are 
related to the surface circulation patterns that we are proposing to study.  
 
We are collecting data with an AUV and with in-line optical sensors.  The AUV is Bluefin Odyssey III 
equipped with an ac-9, downwelling irradiance, and backscattering sensors.  We are currently adding 
an ISUS nitrate sensor to the platform.  The AUV will be used to collect near-surface measurements of 
physical and optical properties that are uncontaminated by the presence of the ship.  The in-line 
measurements will be collected concurrently with the AUV providing surface optical measurements at 
the same time as the water velocities are measured on the AUV.   Iain MacCallum has been hired at a 
Post Doctoral student to analyze the optical data collected using the AUV. 
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Data collected in the upwelling front show that the secondary circulation causes subduction of surface 
waters.  These waters are marked by their temperature and optical characteristics and are associated 
with a band of higher diffusivity (Fig. 2). 
 

Figure 2.  Temperature, beam attenuation, and diffusivity data collected using the AUV. [The top 
panel includes temperature measurements with the AUV track in black.  An overturn/intrusion in 

temperature is evident near 20 m depth.  The temperature signal is mirrored in the beam attenuation 
measurement shown in panel 2.  The intrusion is a region of higher turbulent diffusivity as seen in 

panel 3.] 
 

We are still in the process of merging all data sets to provide a better interpretation of the forcing 
mechanism that set up the intrusion. 
 
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS 
 
Secondary circulation associated with the upwelling front is one mechanism for the formation of thin-
layers of optical materials that may have ecological significance.  
 
RELATED PROJECTS 
 
None 
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